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ITALIAN 1920S CARVED WOODEN TABLE LAMP WITH INSET MIRRORS,
REWIRED FOR THE USA

$895
An Italian carved and gilded wooden table lamp from circa 1920 with inset mirrors and radiating sunburst base. Indulge in the

opulent allure of this Italian carved and gilded wooden table lamp, dating back to the circa 1920 era, a masterpiece that
seamlessly blends artistry and illumination. Standing with grandeur, this lamp is a testament to exquisite craftsmanship,

featuring intricately carved details and a subtle gold leaf finish with nicely weathered patina. The lamp is adorned with inset
mirrors, meticulously placed to catch and reflect light, adding a touch of brilliance and enhancing the overall luminosity of the

piece. These mirrors not only serve as a unique decorative element but also play with light in a captivating dance, creating a
mesmerizing visual experience. The radiating sunburst base is a striking feature, exuding a celestial charm and adding a
dramatic flair to the lamp’s design. It acts as a solid foundation, providing stability while contributing to the lamp’s visual

appeal. Professionally rewired for the USA, this Italian table lamp is ready to bring its warm glow and artistic presence to any
contemporary home. The nice patina and weathered appearance add a layer of authenticity and history, telling a story of its past

while integrating seamlessly into modern living spaces. Ideal for an entryway console, a living room side table, or a bedroom
nightstand, this lamp is versatile and can be used in various settings. It serves as a focal point, drawing the eye and sparking

conversation, all while providing functional illumination. Enhance your home décor with this Italian carved and gilded wooden
table lamp, a piece that transcends time, bringing a touch of 1920s Italian elegance and artistry into your space.

Height: 22 in (55.88 cm)

Diameter: 8.5 in (21.59 cm)

SKU: A 4784
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